
Pieces included 
Aluminum track 

Black Hanging loop clips (2 per each top piece of track) 

Grip Clips use 2 for each 24” track, 2 per 36” track, 4 per 48” track, 5 per 60” track and 6 per 72” track 

Joiner with hanging loop if putting 2 pieces of track together to make 72” or larger 

Black End Caps use 2 per piece of track 

Bag of Ceiling Clips 1 required per hanging clip loop 

Spool of hanging line 

1. Measure for your hanging line and cut with scissors to the desired length, make sure each line has

the same number of loops. Each loop is 2” long.

2. Loop the clear hanging line through the clip by inserting on end of the hanging line through the

opening on the ceiling clip. Feed the opposite end (bottom of line) of the line completely through

the first loop and pull tight to finish the connection.

3. Insert the opposite end of the line through the banner hanger clip. Feed the attached ceiling clip

completely through the first loop and pull tight.              If hanging 72” or longer do same line

hanging technique through the               joiner and a ceiling clip

4. Insert the black hanging loop clips (which has your hanging line attached to it) into to top small

portion of the track on each end on the top rail only. They are not needed for your bottom rail.

5. If you have are hanging 72” or longer use the joiner to attach the two pieces of track together.

6. On the top and bottom of the curtain width place your clear grip clips  evenly 

spaced based on your track length.

7. Slide your curtain with the Clear grip clips attached into the top track.

8. Close off each end with Black end cap



9. Insert curtain into bottom track.

10. Close off each end with black end cap.

11. Attach the metal clips  to your drop ceiling to the metal frame surrounding the ceiling 

tile.


